
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Where We Stand

AA
s you can see from the volume and issue number above, we’ve been “at this

Diligence thing” for well over 11 years. This issue is in fact the 236th one

we’ve written. While our mailing list has changed somewhat over those 11 years,

our commitment, dedication and determination to abide by the Scriptures has not.

If you are one of those who has received (and read) Diligence for any time at

all, it probably wouldn’t be too difficult for you to determine exactly where you

would “place” us on a liberal/conservative bar graph. We have never seemed to

shy away from telling it like it is — even though it has “drawn fire” on more

than a few occasions for us. We believe what we believe and consider it important

to speak up about those beliefs. There’s actually a quote that we consider to be

quite true most of the time. It goes something like this.

“There is a direct and inverse correlation between conviction and

composure. People who don’t believe much, don’t fight much.”

Yeah — read it again — and think about it for a minute. If one isn’t convicted of

ones belief, that person would be unlikely to “fight” for that belief. Why would

he or she risk putting a relationship or friendship at odds to defend a belief in

which he or she really didn’t care much about, one way or the other? Why fight

over something that doesn’t matter anyway? So the quote is saying that as conviction

increases, composure decreases — that is to say, if a firm conviction is there —

the person is willing to “lay it on the line” to defend that belief — even if the cost

might be great. That principle is possibly why many mega-churches exist. There’s

such a variety of beliefs accepted because of little or no conviction to following

the Scriptures, that there is hardly ever a disagreement among members — why

would they “fight” — or have disagreements of any consequence over something

that doesn’t matter much to any of them anyway?

Now, with that being said — those of you who receive Diligence or know us

personally, are aware of the fact that we would fall in place on the high end of the

“conviction meter” — if there were such a thing. We seldom hesitate to defend what-

ever it is that is in question if we believe that the wrong message is being taught

or accepted. That is not to say however that we have closed our mind to evaluating

a belief for which Scriptural evidence is presented that would seem to indicate that

there was a need to do so. It is true however that the beliefs to which we hold fast,

have been arrived at as a result of careful study and research rather than a casual

acceptance simply because — and for no other reason than —someone along the
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President Obama has repeatedly “trashed” Christianity while openly supporting

Islam. Here are just a few (of many) examples — 

April 2008 — Obama spoke disrespectfully of Christians, saying they “cling to

guns or religion” and have an “antipathy to people who aren’t like them.”

April 2009 — When speaking at Georgetown University, Obama ordered that a

monogram symbolizing Jesus’ name be covered when he was making his speech.

Sept. 16, 2009 — The Obama administration appointed Chai Feldblum as EEOC

Commissioner. She asserts that society should “not tolerate” any “private beliefs”

including religious beliefs, if they may negatively affect homosexual “equality.”

May 2009 — Obama did not host a National Day of Prayer event at the White House,

but he did host an Iftar dinner to celebrate the Muslim holy month of Ramadan.

2010 — While every White House traditionally issues hundreds of official procla-

mations and statements on numerous occasions, this White House avoids traditional

“Biblical” holidays and events but regularly recognizes major Muslim holidays, as

evidenced by its 2010 statements on Ramadan, Eid ul-Fitr, Hajj, and Eid ul-Adha.

September 15, 2010 — Obama began deliberately omitting the phrase about

“the Creator” when quoting the Declaration of Independence — an omission he

has made on no less than seven occasions.

April 2011 — For the first time in American history, Obama urged passage of a

non-discrimination law that does not contain hiring protections for religious groups,

forcing religious organizations to hire according to federal mandates without regard

to the dictates of their own faith, thus eliminating conscience protection in hiring.

May 2012 — The Obama administration opposed legislation to protect the

rights of conscience for military chaplains who do not wish to perform same-sex

marriages in violation of their strongly-held religious beliefs.

June 2012 — Bibles for the American military have been printed in every conflict

since the American Revolution, but the Obama Administration revoked the long-stand-

ing U. S. policy of allowing military service emblems to be placed on those Bibles.

February 2012 — The Obama administration made glowing apologies for Korans

being (accidently) burned by the U. S. military, but when Bibles were burned by

the military, numerous reasons were offered why it was the right thing to do.

If America is to remain a nation where the government does not inhibit (and attack)

the practice of Christianity, we must elect God centered individuals. While his words

say one thing, the actions of Barack Obama have proven that he is not one of those

individuals. How can a Christian — in good conscience — vote for such a man?

Some have gone so far as to say it would be blasphemy. That’s for you to decide!
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we would not renew his contract, but we would also ask ourselves how we

hired this guy in the first place [emphasis added]” (pg. 215).

This is exactly what President Obama is doing to America. He is determined that this

Nation should no longer have the influence it now has and should no longer be the

superpower it has been. Generally, America’s power has been a force for good in the

world but Obama’s view is that the power America holds, has done more harm than

good. He has demonstrated repeatedly through his actions, that he places Global

interests before American interests and that Washington should delay any actions

unless there is full cooperation of the world community. Obama’s intention is to

bring America down to the level of other nations that have not achieved what

America has achieved since its founding over 200 years ago. Close scrutiny of

his actions over the past 4 years clearly bear this out and could be well documented

if we had a large amount of space to do so.

Aside from that however, it is beyond question that Barack Obama’s policies and

statements are diabolically anti-Christian. He has embraced abortion and endorsed

gay marriage. He has surrounded himself with Marxist leaning Czars, advisors

and an executive branch of government. As a young man, Obama was highly

influenced by individuals such as Communist Frank Marshall Davis (while in

Hawaii), Palestine radical Edward Said (at Columbia), Socialist Roberto Mangabeira

Unger (at Harvard), former Weather Underground terrorist Bill Ayers and revolu-

tionary preacher Jeremiah Wright (in Chicago). Another individual — Saul

Alinsky — had tremendous influence on young Obama. Saul Alinsky wrote a book

entitled Rules for Radicals. He dedicated that book to Lucifer stating that “the first

radical known to man who rebelled against the establishment and did it so effectively

that he at least won his own kingdom.” Alinsky believed that truth was nothing

more than a tactic to use to ones advantage — use it when it helps you but lie

when you have to. All of these people — and many others like them — taught

Barack Obama to be what he is today. These individuals were in many ways, father

figures to him since he had no father present while growing up. We have seen that

Obama “took to heart” Alinsky’s method of handling truth. One of earliest examples

we might point to that demonstrate his view of truth as nothing more than a tactic for

gain, was during his 2008 campaign. It was highly publicized that he had “millions”

of followers on Twitter. It is now believed that 70% of those followers were fake.

A highly respected and former Democrat Presidential candidate Joe Lieberman

endorsed Obama’s opponent in 2008 and has declined to endorse Obama for the

Presidential Election of 2012. This should tell us something. In addition, the United

States Government’s credit rating has, for the first time in its history, been down-

graded, and poverty has increased markedly under the Obama administration.

There are more people on food stamps now than ever in the history of this country.

Remember — his intention is to bring America down to the level of other more

poverty stricken nations  — and he seems to be accomplishing that goal. But it’s

his visible hostility toward Christianity that should be the biggest problem for

those of us who are Christians.

way said it was so. We would of course hope that most Christians are in that same

boat — having also based their beliefs on a thorough study of the Word of God.

So — you might be asking — to where is this build-up leading us? Well, we said

that some of our past articles have “drawn fire” on several occasions. This one is

probably going to be the “grand daddy” of all of those. While we have discussed

numerous controversial topics throughout those 11+ years, we have nevertheless

refrained (up until now) from making blatant political statements. But — we are

convinced that this particular upcoming election is by far the most important one in

our lifetime. Those of us who hold to Biblical principles absolutely must choose

the candidates for whom we vote based on those principles. The time has passed

when we can vote based on a Democrat or Republican Party affiliation — union

or non-union affiliation — family, spouse or ancestor affiliation. It is time to

vote based on our Christian affiliation. The very fate of this Nation depends on it.

Before we go on, let us make it perfectly clear that Diligence is not associated with

the congregation of saints with whom we worship. It is completely privately funded

and has no connection whatsoever with any church and therefore is not restrained

by the rules governing tax exempt organizations. Frankly, we can say whatever we

choose to say and other than personal ramifications — no one, including the govern-

ment can restrict us. At this point in time Americans do still have freedom of speech

and we are choosing to exercise that right. It is however the intention of this current

administration — led by President Barack Hussein Obama — to take that freedom

away — especially from those of us who are Christians. If, as Christians, we cast

our vote for this man, we are indeed casting a vote that — just as he promised

in his last campaign — will be a vote to “fundamentally change” America forever.

This Nation was founded on Christian values and our forefathers were individuals who

subscribed to Christian principles but President Obama has done everything in his

power to deny that truth and to erase Christianity from America. He is undeniably

hostile toward the Bible and Christianity. America is in serious danger and — 

“the most dangerous man in America currently lives in the White House.”

This quote above is taken from Dinesh D’Souza’s book Obama’s America —

Unmaking The American Dream. D’Souza is a New York Times best selling

author and his book is extremely well footnoted — often using President

Obama’s own words (or those very close to him) to make his points. In Obama’s

America, referring to President Obama, D’Souza further states —

“He’s dangerous not because he wants to do what’s bad for America. He’s

dangerous because what he thinks is good for America is actually very bad

for America. Here’s a way to think about it. Imagine if we were in charge of

the Los Angeles Lakers. We hired a coach, who began to call plays for the

team to lose. He did so not because he hated the Lakers, but because he thought

it was wrong for the Lakers to win so much. He didn’t like the dominance of

the Lakers, believing it would produce hubris in the team and was also

unfair to the other teams. If we had such a coach, there is little doubt that
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